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One of the oldest of human activities is the weaving of plant materials into containers. Light in weight,

more flexible than breakable, baskets are important to the agricultural practices of main peoples, to food storage

and preparation, to providing the means for transporting commodities to market. Baskets are tools for imposing

order on the pieces of daily life.

In traditional baskets are usually found natural materials native to the locality, shapes which reflect the

purpose for which the baskets were to be used, and proportions that portend their anticipated loads.

In our times, many of the pre-industrial necessitarian uses of baskets have been transferred to other

kinds of containers, from combines to tupperware to hatchbacks, but the age-old love affair of people and

baskets continues. Faced with many other choices for something to put something in, most people who own and

appreciate and make baskets do so because they find in them beautv, the texture of natural materials cunningly

arranged, and a connection to the long past of our species. The touch of the human hand is the essential in both

the making and the appreciation of baskets.

Tradition did not bind basket makers arbitrarily, rather it connected them to function, practical use and

a localized aesthetic that admired practicality and fitness for purpose. The basket makers of today, and of several

generations past in some places are free to create their works in a variety of ways. Some hew to the line of

tradition, placing a subtle personal stamp on received forms. Some dream up unexpected visions, experiment in

surprising directions and purposefully defy expectations of what a basket is. Sometimes the two orientations live

within the same individual.

In Over, Under, Around and Through we have tried to draw together examples of four traditions of

basketrv and place them in juxtaposition with some other works that are not traditional baskets, but are their

kinfolks. Sometimes these other works are clearly the proud children of the older forms, sometimes they appear

more like strange cousins, a little weird, but still in the family.

The thing that strikes one about the older forms is their appropriateness to their places, their people and

themselves. Thev are balanced, proportioned, appropriate and harmonious, each in its own way. We can read

into them what we will, and what we know of their makers informs our imaginative construction of meaning.

The quiet delicacy of Shaker baskets bespeaks an aspiration to heaven; the directness of an Appalachian white

oak basket is part of a homestead, solidly on the earth; in their baskets, the Cherokees make river cane a uniting

symbol of their unified view of nature, mankind and the spiritual; African-American sea grass baskets wind like

the progress of a people from one coastal homeland to another in a spiral that leads upward as long as it is sewn

tightly to what has gone before.



An Aspiration To H e a z> e n

above:Joyce Gardner, Black ash

- chase weave.

above right: Martha Wetherbee,

ash - chase weave.

right: hi\\ Rigler, Brown ash -

chase weave

In my particular area of interest and expertise it is a

simple task to find obvious reasons for parallels in

basketry and the topic of this symposium. In

dealing with the focus of "a cultural path and art

form" the Shakers and their handwork embody

both aspects. It is not hard to understand that a sect

such as the Shakers, whose basic belief system

exposed heaven on earth here and now, would

attempt to manufacture product to equal that

heavenly existence. In that quest the most basic of

Shaker industries, which included their basketry,

became understated in design and undeniable in

quality. The much later minimalist philosophy of

"form following function" was already an accom-

plishment.

The Shaker society wishing a separation from

the world created an economic bridge in the

creation and sale of their handwork to the world

they sought to avoid. The emergence of the basket

industry was one of cultural interaction. Learning

the techniques of black ash basketrv from the

Native American population they sought to convert

their artistry was a synergy of that culture and their

societal beliefs. It was the contemplative work of

the Shakers that allowed the basic forms of basketry

to become tangible prayer and be as perfect as the

heavenly existence thev enjoyed. Their fundamen-

tal belief of celibacy allowed the Shakers to channel

the energies that would be infused into marriage to

be used to perfect their society and products. Once

perfected the Shakers interacted with the world in a

highly coordinated and sophisticated marketing

network, while wishing a separation from more

"worldly" values the Shakers interacted with the

outside by directly marketing and wholesaling their

wares through distributors. The success of their



efforts brought about a comparative degree of

financial reward. A growing population of converts

enabled the Shakers to contribute tens of thousands

of baskets as well as numerous finely crafted

endeavors into an expanding marketplace.

The volume of baskets garnered and their exquisite

fineness elevated their handwork into a distinct

categorv of basketry. It was the outside world that

found these forms so direct and so perfect that they

began to be collected as both useful and artistic.

Highly valued records kept track of the styles that

were successful and variations on such forms were

introduced to an eager market. Manv of the smaller

forms which achieved market acceptance produced

a smaller strain on the ecologv. The baskets also

required fewer man hours for the production of the

expended raw materials and as such thousands

found their way onto bureaus and other places for

display. The fundamental Shaker basket had

become pre-eminent and a fineness of manufacture

had raised it to an art form long before baskets

would become a source of conference discussion or

classroom regeneration.

It is so clear to me as a basketmaker and scholar

of basketrv why the term cultural path would be

used in describing the impact of basketrv. Its

historical roots as the precursor of pottery makes

the manufacture and use of baskets profound.

sacred and undeniably part of the path of human-

kind. As baskets progress into the 21st Century their

function continues to transform. Conferences and

classrooms insures its continued evolution, this

conference is but one of the links that help artists in

basketry forge a connection with our past and look

eagerlv to the future.



The Evolution of

Experimental Basketry

above:]ud\ Wilson,

Rattan - rib construction.

above right: Lawrence D.

VValther, Pine Needle,

thread - coiled.

righUTom Sc Connie

McColley, White oak,

rhododendron, cherry -

tib i onstruction.a

The beginning of interest in experimental basketry

can be traced directly to Ed Rossbach, one of the

gurus of the modern American fiber movement,

and THE guru of contemporary experimental

basket makers. His interest in baskets began when

he was stationed in the Aleutian Islands during

World War II. He expected to see not onlv the

Aleut Indians, but examples of their art. When he

got there he found that the Aleuts had been

evacuated from the islands, and there were virtually

no remnants of their art to be seen. Disappointed,

he gathered grasses there to begin rudimentary

baskets of his own. He was frustrated bv his lack i >l

skill, and and put baskets aside for the time being.

Later his sense of experimentation and inquiry led

him to begin again, this time with an exuberance

and energy that led to many departures from the

traditional concept of basketry he had begun with.

After World War II as one of the returning vets

flocking back to school under the GI Bill, Rossbach

attended Cranbrook Academy, participating in the

important new movement underfoot in the craft

field. He later began teaching at the University of

Washington in Seattle in two departments; painting

in the Art Department and weaving in the Home

Economics Department whereJack Larsen was his

graduate assistant. Both men have maintained a

deep professional relationship, and have continued

to influence experimental baskets, Rossbach as a

maker, teacher and writer, and Larsen as a collector,

critic and writer. The combination of these two

forces has done much to further the appreciation of

baskets as a contemporary art form.

Rossbach's second important contribution to

the evolution of experimental basketry was his

teaching career. His move to Berkeley in 1950



began three decades of teaching and involvement

with the next generations of contemporary fiber

artists at a time when the west coast university art

departments were exploding with creativity in areas

that previously hadn't even existed in art depart-

ments. Bauhaus transplants to America after the

war helped fuel the burgeoning interest in clav,

fiber and metal. The west coast's playful, funk,

almost Dada approach to art, combined with the

materials and forms of the Bauhaus to produce

new, exciting ideas.

Rossbach's travels and research during his

teaching years not onlv enriched his students, but

led to the production of two books reflecting his

growing interest in baskets. The first, BASKETS AS

TEXTILE ART written in 1973 virtually introduced

the concept of baskets as an art form to a receptive

audience, eager to explore off loom fiber tech-

niques, and three dimensional fiber forms. The

book was enlarged and updated in 1986 when its

name was changed to THE NATURE OF BAS-

KETRY. In 1976 he wrote THE NEW BASKETRY

which was one of the first books to feature works by

some of the emerging fiber artists whose work he

directlv or indirectlv had influenced.

One of the ini luences I experienced personally

was the arrival of a Rossbach student from Berke-

ley,Joan Sterrenburg ai the An Departmeni .it

Indiana University in Bloomington in 1970. ( )ne of

Iter assignments to a fiber i lass was to make a

basket - any size, shape, matei tal, technique, etc.

Students were to define the term, visualize the

lot in, invent the technique - just do it! The assign-

ment produced examples tli.it were crocheted,

knotted, twined, coiled, loom woven, and stitched

and suil ted. Gary Trcntham, Diane Sheehan, l.issa

Hunter and Diane Itter were all products of those

years at Indiana University, all of whom have been

leaders in the field of experimental baskets.

Many other important figures could be named,

each of whom has contributed significantly. Lillian

Elliott who taught at Berkeley with Ed Rossbach for

a time has produced strikingly beautiful baskets

which are strong linear statements. In collaboration

with Pat Hickman she made simple linear forms

which Hickman covered with an outer skin, almost

like a rib cage inflated with the breath of life.

John McQueen's innovative works combine an

incredible sensitivity to nature with structural



inventiveness, and a concern with ideas and words.

Jane Saner and Fernejacobs have used knotting to

produce sculptural forms, often fairly large in scale

which may only allude to baskets or vessels in that

they enclose space. Jane Sauer's addition of pig-

ments to the surface of her pieces, creating wonder-

fully subtle metallic shading presents the idea of

cross over between painting/sculpture, art/craft

which is common in contemporary art forms.

John Garret's baskets created from the debris of

our culture, scraps of metal, plastic, and in recent

pieces, hypodermic syringes and plastic toy soldiers

comment on the very nature of our society.

Patrick Dougherty's huge installations of

swirling chambers made from maple saplings have

taken the concept of baskets to the edge of architec-

ture. Scale is no impediment.

If there is any particular characteristic of

experimental basetry today, it would have to be

diversity. While this may be true in other art forms,

it seems especiallv true in basketry, because it has

moved out of the university art departments for the

most part, and is being practiced all over America

by artists working in isolation. That independence

and diversity make the field interesting. It has

called into question many times the question I

remember being faced with in 1970 at Indiana

University, just what is a basket anywav? That

question continues to have a multitude of answers.

afcoue: Trevle Wood, White

oak - rib construction,

(traditional Appalachian)



The storv of Cherokee basketry extends far back

into the history of Cherokee culture, preceding all

written records of the Southeastern region. For

hundreds of years the Cherokee have made

beautiful and useful baskets of rivercane

(Arundinaria sp.), a reedy relative of bamboo that

once grew in vast; dense stands along the waterways

of the Southeast. Long before the arrival of

Europeans, Cherokee weavers made rivercane

baskets for their personal and family use in sacred

ceremonies, as exchange items in extensive trade

networks with other Indians, and for dozens of

household and field chores associated with South-

eastern agricultural subsistence.

Requiring many baskets for food processing

tasks, the Cherokee transformed rivercane into

gathering baskets, fish baskets, sifters, strainers,

sieves, bowls, dishes, storage containers of every size,

and pack or back baskets called burden baskets. In

their homes women and men kept special clothing,

jewelry, and personal items in doublewoven

rivercane baskets, so tightly constructed they were

impervious to rain. Doublewoven baskets, with

varied colors and complex patterns, became

particularly valuable trade items well bevond the

Cherokee towns and villages.

Cherokee basketweavers colored their rivercane

splits with natural dyes made from roots, bark,

leaves, nuts, and berries of trees and plants that

grew in the woods and fields near their homes.

Basketry of the

Southeastern Cherokee

above: Annie Driver,

White oak - dyed, plaited.



Thev created patterns in rivercane baskets by

varying the number, color, and placement of dved

splits and also bv varying the twill weave. The

beautiful and practical rivercane baskets played

essential roles in the lives of the Cherokee people.

Over 150 years ago Cherokee weavers also

began making baskets of white oak (Quercus alba),

which once grew abundantly in Southeastern

forests. During the nineteenth century Cherokee

women and men used white oak along with

rivercane baskets to carry produce, to hold or store

personal items, and to gather, process, serve, and

store foods. Inside homes and outdoors in family

gardens, fields, and streams, rivercane and white

oak baskets served a variety of domestic purposes

while continuing as popular trade items with the

increasing numbers of whites who lived nearby.

When thev incorporated white oak as a basket

material, Cherokee weavers adopted new basket

forms including rib baskets, circular and oval

baskets, and baskets with permanent, attached

handles and lids. Combining tradition with innova-

tion, some basketweavers applied rivercane patterns

and forms to white oak baskets, while others

experimented with the variety of colors made

possible bv the invention of commercial dyes.

Baskets with designs in bright reds, greens, purples,

and blues appeared alongside traditional baskets

with the subdued tones of vegetable dyes. In the

late nineteenth century, rivercane and white oak

baskets took on new functions as shopping and

market baskets, wall baskets, lunch baskets, and one

type whose popularity among the Cherokee has

continued to the present, the purse basket.
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Around the turn of the twentieth century, some

Cherokee basketweavers began to use an entirely

different material, Japanese honeysuckle (Lonicera

sp.), an imported garden ornamental that spread

rapidly across the Southeast in the latter part of the

nineteenth century. The long, slender vines

required a different weaving technique, wicker-

work, which Cherokee weavers readily adopted,

ultimately adding a new method of ornamentation,

rows of flat coils encircling the baskets. Smaller,

lighter, and more decorative than the durable work

and trade baskets of rivercane and white oak.

honeysuckle baskets became predominately sale

baskets, made for the growing number of tourists

and retailers who visited the Reservation in western

North Carolina. Basketweaving became increas-

ingly important as a way to supplement income, and

honeysuckle weavers met changing market de-

mands by developing new forms of baskets includ-

ing clothes, hampers, sewing and button baskets,

flower baskets, and vases.



Toward the middle of the twentieth century,

faced with diminishing' supplies of rivercane and

white oak, a few Cherokee basketweavers added a

fourth material to their basket inventory, red maple

(Acer rubrum). Those who chose to work with

maple used the same checkerwork technique

employed for white oak weaving' to make light,

delicate, and colorful baskets whose natural sheen is

almost luminous. In the 1950s, maple weavers began

to add rows of curls or crosses to basket bodies, and

decorative rings to the sides. Popular with basket

buyers, the same ornamental elements appear today

on manv white oak baskets.

As the twentieth century draws to a close,

Cherokee weavers continue to work with rivercane,

white oak, honevsuckle, and maple to create

beautiful baskets that are distinctively Cherokee.

Most weavers prefer one material to another, and a

few can and will weave with any of (he four. Some

of the most skilled basketweavers continue the

ancient art of doubleweave, and some weave

patterns known to the Cherokee for over one

hundred years. New forms, such as Christmas bells

and tiny earrings, appear alongside traditional

burden and storage baskets, and new designs

flourish as each weaver develops her own individual

style. The story of Cherokee basketry, which began

so long ago in the woods and fields of the Southeast,

continues to the present moment, sustained by the

skill and creativity of the Cherokee weavers and the

continuing market for their remarkable work.

above Ze/f:Eva Wolfe,

River cane - dyed,

doubleweave

right: Carol Wealch,

White oak - dyed, twill woven.



The Sweetgrass Revolution:

"On the Woman's Side''' of

the Lozvcountry Tradition

above: unknown,

bottom of basket,

Sweetgrass, pine needle,

palmetto - coiled.

right: unknown,

Sweetgrass, pine needle,

palmetto - coiled.

The African-Americana tradition of coiled grass

basketry is a tree with two branches. Bulrush work

baskets, generally made bv men, were essential tools

on lowcountry rice plantations. Household baskets,

made of finer elements such as sweetgrass and palm

leaf, belonged to the domestic sphere and were "on

the woman's side."' As rice cultivation declined—

commercial production had ceased bv 1920, though

small crops were grown for home consumption

until World War II—the work basket gradually went

out of use and all but disappeared- Yet in these

same vears, the woman's branch of the tradition

found a wav to blossom and grow.

Basketmakers living near the town of Mt.

Pleasant. South Carolina, across the Cooper River

from Charleston, began producing sweetgrass "show

baskets" to sell to merchants and retail customers.

Sewn with strips of palmetto leaf and adorned with

longleaf pine needles, sweetgrass baskets became a

Mt. Pleasant specialtv. Thus an activitv that under

slavery had given men a measure of independence,

under freedom offered economic opportunities and

avenues of expression for women.

Adapting traditional forms and inventing new

ones, basketmakers developed a large repertory of

functional shapes—bread trays, table mats, flower

and fruit baskets, shopping bags, hat box baskets,

missionary bags (round handbags said to be mod-

eled after a form in which the Quakers carried their

Bibles), wide-brimmed hats, clothes hampers,

sewing, crochet, and knitting baskets, spittoon

baskets, wall pockets, picnic baskets, thermos bottles

of wine coolers, ring trays, cord baskets, cake

baskets, wastepaper baskets, and "fanner" baskets

which in bygone days had been used to winnow rice

but todav might hold maga/ines or fruit instead.

What amounted to a revolution in forms,

functions, and marketing was sparked bv an

enterprising young engineer named Clarence

Legerton who had come to Charleston to run his



uncle's business. Around 1916, with European

imports in short supply, Legei ton began commis-

sioning large quantities of Mt. Pleasant baskets,

selling them wholesale through his Sea Grass Basket

Company—later called "Seagrassco"—and retail from

his bookstore on King Street.-' Under Legerton's

patronage, coiled grass baskets became a viable cash

crop in a cash-poor economy, encouraging people

who'd never made baskets before, or who used to

make them but had stopped doing it, to learn from

one of the "originals."^

This impressive diffusion of skill radiated from

the vicinitv of Boone Hall Plantation, where black

families still lived in the brick cabins their ancestors

had built in slavery. The center of basketmaking

activity was Hamlin Beach, a settlement founded by

the "Old People" during the Reconstruction era,

when white property owners gave or sold small

parcels of land to the Negro families who worked

for them. Sam Coaklev, a patriarch of the

basketmaking community and progenitor of many

of today's sewers, took a leading role in negotiating

the basket deal, relaying orders and collecting the

finished product for Legerton's inspection.

"The community would congregate in meeting

halls called The Classroom' for regular prayer

services," recounted Jovce Coakley, speaking at a

conference in 1988 on problems facing sweetgrass

basketmakers. "It was at one of those meetings that

Sam Coakley told the community that businessmen

were looking for baskets to send to New York and

other places in the North. Each family . . . was

provided with the opportunity to trade.""

Fifteen years after Legerton entered the

picture, the sewers found a way to circumvent

middlemen and directly reach the market that

drove past their doors every dav—tourists traveling

the coastal highway to Florida. In 1930, with the

completion of the Cooper River bridge and the

paving of Highway 17, basketmakers began hanging

their work on stands along the edge of the road,

offering baskets for sale.

The generation of basketmakers currently

approaching middle age grew up in a period of

change. Daughters and granddaughters of farm

women, they have adapted to a faster pace of life

and a money economy. During their childhood, Mt.

Pleasant was a quiet village. Now peaceful country

lanes have given way to highways and bv-passes

clogged with traffic—with more people pouring in

everyday on the new Mark Clark Expressway which

links Mt. Pleasant to Interstate 26. In effect the

basketmakers of Mt. Pleasant have traveled from



country to city without having moved at all.

While tourists and new residents boost basket

sales, the stands on Highway 17 are being crowded

out bv shopping malls, office complexes, and

subdivisions. This development has progressively

destroyed or cut off access to the basketmakers'

prime material, sweetgrass. Each year the "men

folk" in ihcii families have to travel farther afield—

often as far as Georgia or northern Florida—to

gather the grass.

Some folk arts die because thev lose their

functions or their markets, or because the commu-

nity that produces them is displaced or assimilated

into the mainstream culture. Coiled basketry

survived the loss of its old functions because

basketmakers found new ones and developed the

aesthetic side of their tradition. Mt. Pleasant's

strategic location on the main road into Charleston

made it possible for sewers to become independent

entrepreneurs, to control both the production and

the marketing of their baskets. Though the income

from basketmaking amounts to a low hourly wage,

sewers enjoy an autonomy which is rare in today's

working world. Thev can weave and sell when they

want to, exercise their imagination and judgment,

and work with family members in a collective

enterprise.

Perhaps the most striking change in the

community's social profile is the emergence of a

new breed of basketsewer. Once regarded as

provincial, even primitive, the craft has begun to

attract sophisticated, well-educated women back to

the fold—women who as youngsters learned to sew

baskets, bul moved on to other pursuits. Passionate

exponents ol the tradition, as articulate and at ease

in a lecture hall, an art gallery, or a legislative

hearing as they are in their mothers' kitchens, thev

have come forward just at the moment when the

basketmakers need a political voice.

I.owcountrv baskets are rooted in a geography

and a people. The survival of the art depends on

the protection of the habitats where sweetgrass,

bulrush, longleaf pine and palm trees grow. Even

more critical is the maintenance of the community

that produces the baskets. If not for the ability of a

people to adapt their traditions to changing times

and stay in one place, coiled grass basketmaking

would be a thing of the past.

1. Interview with Joseph Foreman, October 23, 1985,

Mt. Pleasant. S.C.

2. For a detailed discussion of bulrush basketry,

see Dale Rosengai ten, Row Upon Row: Sea Grass

Baskets of the South Carolina Lowcountry

(Columbia, SC: McKissick Museum, 1987) p. 16-31.

3. Interview with Dr. Clarence W. Legerton, Jr.,

July 2, 1985, Charleston, S.C. See also

"Business Record" of Legerton & Co., "'Seagrassco'

Hand Made Baskets." collection of

Clifford L. Legerton, North Charleston, S.C.

4. Interviews withjeanette Lee,January 20, 1992,

and Harriett Bailem Brown, February 11. 1992,

Mt. Pleasant, S.C.

5. Interview with Leola Wright, February 11, 1992,

Mt. Pleasant, S.C

6. Joyce V. Coaklev, "Basketweavers," in

Folklife Annual 88-89, edited by James Hardin

and Alan Jabbour (Washington, D.C.: Library of

Congress, 1989) p. 1(14.
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Selected for Exhibition

1. Miniature Egg Basket • Trevle Wood • White oak - rib construction • 5"X5 1/2"X5 1/2"H • Collection of the Folk School

2. Bride's Basket • unknown • Split oak - rib construction • 6 1/2"X5 1/2"X5"H • Collection ofJudy Wilson

3. "Ribbons of White Oak" • Ken Dalton • White oak - rib construction • 7 1/2"X6"X5 1/2"H

4. Rod Sewing Basket • unknown • White oak, round rods - twined • 9"X9"X5"H • Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

5. Key Basket • unknown • White oak - rib construction • 12"X4 1/2"X8"H • Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

6. Egg Basket • Certie Youngblood • White oak sapwood & heartwood - rib const. • 1()"X7 1/2"X8 3/4"H •

Collection ofJudy Wilson

7. "Wooden Winds" • Ken Dalton • White oak - rib construction • 11"X7 1/2"X11"H

8. Flower Basket • unknown • Honeysuckle - twined, chase weave • 15"X9 1/2"X1() 1/2"H •

Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

9. Kev Basket • unknown • Honeysuckle - rib construction • 10"X5"X9"H • Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

10. Small Utility Basket • Charlotte Tracy • White oak - rib construction • 10"X6 1/2"X8"H •

Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

11. Fruit Basket • unknown • Honeysuckle - Madeira weave • 12"X12"X4 1/2"H • Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

12. Utility • unknown • White oak - plaited • 10 1/2"X10 1/2"X14"H • Collection of Marie Craig

13. Fruit Gathering Basket • unknown • White oak - plaited • 11"X10"X11 1/2"H • Collection ofJohn C Campbell Folk School

14. Round Basket with Ear handles • unknown • White oak - plaited • 12"X12"X14"H •

Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

15. Farm Basket unknown • White oak - plaited • 14"X13"X17"H • Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

16. Market Basket • unknown • White oak - plaited • 20"X13"X16"H • Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

17. Utility • unknown • White oak, round rods - twined • 26"X16 1/2"X17"H • Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

18. Utility Basket • unknown • White oak - plaited • 29"X18"X12 1/2"H • Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

19. Cotton Basket • John Coker • White oak - plaited • 22"X22"X19"H • Collection of Douglas Vann Atchley

20. Garden Basket • unknown • White oak - rib construction • 15"X12 1/4"X12"H • Collection of Murrial Martin

21. "Bottle" • Frederick H. Gerber • Reed, clay - wicker work • 12"X12"X23"H

22. "Reflections #2" • Lee Zimmerman • Rattan - wicker work • 17"X17"X8"H

23. "World Traveler" • Sandy Webster • Vines, clay - random weave embellished • 10"X1()"X28"H

24. "Reversal" • Lyn Siler • Rattan - dyed, twill weave • 13"X13"X9"H

25. "Graphic Oval" • Kari Lonning • Rattan reed - dyed, 5 rod wale (twining) • 12"X6 1/2"X11"H

26. Honeysuckle • Katherine O'Neal • Honeysuckle - rib construction • 12"X10"X8"H

27. "Spin, Span, Spun" • Kathleen Dalton • White oak shavings - spun, loom woven • 7"X7"X8"H

28. Interpretative • Katherine O'Neal • Honeysuckle, waxed linen - looping technique • 3"X4 1/2"X6 1/2"H

29. Container • Marilyn J. Sharp • Paper, linen - ti-twined • 3"X3"X3"H • Collection ofJudy Wilson

30. "Boundaries" • Flo Hoppe • Rattan - waling • 12"X12"X8"H

31. "Shadow Jazz" • Flo Hoppe • Rattan - twining, French randing, waling • 9 1/2"X9"X13"H

32. Buttocks Basket • Judy Wilson • Rattan - rib construction • 16"X10"X15"H

33. "Coker Creek Explosion" • Kathleen Dalton • White oak - laced ribs, painted • 7 1/2"X7 1/2"X7 1/2"H

34. Wall Platter • Carla & Greg Filipelli • Rattan - random weave • 27"X27"X6"H

35. Glass Basket • Susan Burch • Slumped glass - plaited • 13 1/2"X13 1/2"X4"H

36. "Jacob's Branch" #8 • Tom & Connie McColley • White oak, hickory, rhododendron - twill weave • 10"X8"X4"H

37. "Winter Moon Series" #6 • Tom & Connie McColley • White oak, rhododendron, cherry -rib construction,

turned base, twill weave • 9"X9"X9"H

38. Market Basket • Rachel Reed • White oak - dyed, plaited • 19"\14"X22"H

39. Market Basket • Elizabeth Queen Kalonahuskie • River cane - dyed, plaited • 18"X11"X19"H

40. Planter Basket • Annie Driver • White oak - dyed, plaited • 12"X12"X13 1/2"H

41. Vase Basket • Eva Wolfe • River cane - dyed, doubleweave • 9"X9"X15"H

42. Tray • unknown • River cane - dyed, double weave • 15"X12"X5"H • Qualla collection

43. Shopper Basket • Carol Welch • White oak - dyed, twill woven • 12"X6 1/2"X10"H

44. Planter Basket • Dinah George • White oak, maple - dyed, twill weave • 9"X9"X9 1/2"H

45. Stoi Basket • AnnieJames • White oak - dyed, rib construction • 11"X15"X10"H

46. Sewing kel • Nancy Conseen • Honeysuckle, oak - twined, plaited • 14"X14"X9 1/2"H



47. Utility Basket • Helen B. Smith • Maple - dyed, double weave • 12"X8 1/2"X4"H

48. Flower Basket • Nancy Conseen • Honeysuckle, white oak - dyed, (wined • 8"X8 1/2"X4 1/2"

49. Planter Basket • Rowena Bradley • River cane - twill weave • 14"X14"X12"H

50. Three Tier Wall Basket • Sally Crowe Teasateskie • While oak - plaited • 9"X4"X36"H

51. Waste Basket • Edna Chekelelee • Reed - Peace Pipe design, twill weave • ll'Xll l/2"X12"H

52. Oblong Bread Basket • Elizabeth C.Johnson • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 1 1"X7 1/2"X2 1/2"H •

Collection of Henrietta Snype

53. Covered Sewing Basket • MaryMazyck • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 7 1 2"X7 1/2"X6"H •

Collection of Henrietta Snvpe

54. Flat Top Covered Basket • Henrietta Snype • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 7"X7"X3"H •

Collection of Henrietta Snype

55. Bread Basket with Handles • Latrelle Snype • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 10"X7 3/4"X2"H •

Collection of Henrietta Snype

56. Wall Pocket • MarthaJane Manigault • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 11"X12"X12"H

57. Flower Basket • unknown • Sweetgrass, palmetto - coiled • 10"X10"X12"H • Collection of Marie Craig

58. Fruit Basket • MarthaJane Manigault • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 4"X9 1/2"X1()"H

59. Fruit Basket • Henrietta Snype • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 12"X12"X13"H

60. Lidded Form • Unknown • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 9"X9"X17"H • Collection of Ruth Truett

61. Lidded Form • MaryJane Bennett • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 9"X9"X21"H •

Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

62. Hat Box • Unknown • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 14"X14"X17"H • Collection of Ruth Truett

63. Needlework Basket • unknown • Sweetgrass, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 12"X12"X24"H • Collection of Ruth Truett

64. Fanner • Henrietta Snype • Bullrush, pine needle, palmetto - coiled • 22"X22"X3"H

65. Lidded Storage Basket • unknown • Upland grasses (rye), white oak - coiled, collected in the Southern Appalachians •

20"X20"X11"H • Collection of Ken & Kathleen Dalton

66. Fanner • Jannie Cohen • Bullrush, palmetto - coiled • 17 1/2"X17 1/2"X2"H • Collection ofJohn C. Campbell Folk School

67. "Blues Catcher #2" • Patricia Ross Alexander • Linen, silk - coiling, knotting • 3"X3"X3"H

68. "Day Lily #3" • Patricia Ross Alexander • Linen, silk - coiling, knotting • 1 1/2"X1 1/2"X12"H

69. "Twill Twirl" • Marilyn J. Sharp • Paper, waxed thread - ti-twining • 12"X12"X8 1/2"H

70. "Florescence" • Jane Saner • Waxed linen, paint, bronzing powder - knotting • 11"X11"X6"H

71. "Vesta" • Patti Lechman • Nylon, glass beads - knotting • 6"X3 1/2"X4"H

72. "Oaxaca PNB" • Kathryn Krouse • Pine needle, dyed raffia - coiled • 4 1/4"X4 1/2"X7"H

73. "Lady Decembear"Jewelry Box • Nancy Basket • Pine needle, raffia - coiled • 11"X6 1/2"X11"H

74. Pine Needle Tray with Australian Pine cones • unknown • Pine needle, raffia - coiled, teneriffe base • 5 1/2"X11"X1 1/2"D

Collection ofJudy Wilson

75. Lidded Container • unknown • Pine needle, raffia - coiled • 4"X4"X3"H • Collection of Ruth Truett

76. Pine Needle Bowl • Carl Watson • Pine needle, raffia - coiled, teneriffe • 9"X9"X4"H

77. "Melon Basket" • Lawrence D. Walther • Pine needle, pine cone, thread - coiled • 11"X11"X4"H

78. "Acorn Basket" • Lawrence D. Walther • Pine needle, thread - coiled • 7"X7"X8"H

79. Fruit Basket with Captured Lid • Joyce Gardner • Black ash - chase weave • 10"X10"X12 1/2"

80. Quadrifoil Lidded Cat Head • John McGuire • Black ash, white oak - chase weave • 8"X10 1/2"X10"H

81. Tatting Basket • Martha Wetherbee • Ash - chase weave • 11"X7 1/2"X7 1/2"H

82. Twilled Cat Head • Martha Wetherbee • Ash - chase weave • 6"X6"X7"H

83. Mt. Lebanon Knife Basket • Bill Rigler • Brown ash - chase weave • 8 1/2"X5 1/2"X6"H

84. Mt. Lebanon Handled Spoon Basket • Bill Rigler • Brown ash - chase weave • 5"X3 3/4"X5"H

85. South Union, KY Teaspoon Basket • Bill Rigler • Brown ash - chase weave • 3 1/2"X2 1/2"X3 1/2"H

86. Old Chatham Puzzle Basket • Bill Rigler • Brown ash - chase weave • 5"X5"X6 1/2"H

87. Old Chatham Puzzle Kitten Head • Bill Rigler • Brown ash - chase weave • 3 1/2"X3 1/2"X4 1/2"H

88. "Fancy Twilled Tub" • Joyce Gardner • Black ash - chase weave • 4"X4"X2 1/4"H

89. Apple Basket with Cherry • Martha Wetherbee • Ash - chase weave • 14 1/2"X14 1/2"X17 1/2"H

90. Utility Basket • Joseph Knockwood • Ash - plaited • 12"X8"X12"H • Collection ofJudy Wilson

91. Quadrifoil Medallion • Martha Wetherbee • Ash - chase weave • 14"X14"X1 1/2"H
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